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Musgrave's Lena leapfrogs
Break of Day 
DRILLING in Western Australia’s Murchison region has delivered
an exploration dividend for Musgrave Resources, with the Lena
resource now estimated at 325,000 ounces, an increase of 112%,
making it the largest deposit within the Cue project.

Drilling at Lena.
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Lena is now estimated to host 4.3 million tonnes grading 2.3 grams, with grade
up 28% and 172,000oz added since 2017.
 
Indicated resources are now 121,000oz, a 72% increase thanks to in�ll drilling on
the 16 lodes that comprise Lena, most of which are open at depth.
 
Lena is 130m west of Break of Day, previously the largest deposit in the project.
 
Break of Day hosts a high-grade resource of 868,000t at 7.2gpt for 199,000oz.
 
The wider Cue project now contains 613,000oz, including smaller deposits such
as Leviticus, Numbers and Gilt Edge.
 
A further upward revision is likely next quarter considering drilling at Break of
Day recently intersected "link lodes" with intercepts including 45m at 11.8gpt yet
to be incorporated into resources.
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Drilling continues at Break of Day and Mainland deposits, with recent results at
Consols including 3m at 55.4gpt from 52m. Further drilling is imminent. 
 
Musgrave controls a 28km-long prospective shear corridor that includes the
Lake Austin North and Mainland-Consols gold discoveries. 
 
Evolution Mining is spending up to A$18 million to farm into 14km of
unexplored shear zone beneath lake cover in the Lake Austin area.
 
The �rst assays from Evolution's diamond drilling are expected next month.
 
The farm-in excludes 11km of shear with little cover and the discovered gold at
the Break of Day, Lena and Mainland areas.
 
Further, Cyprium Metals is spending $2 million by May 2021 to earn 80% of the
non-gold rights over the northern tenure at Cue including the Hollandaire
deposit. Recent drilling intersected up to 15% copper.
 
Musgrave started the year with $4.1 million cash, and will fund a large aircore
drilling program to further de�ne gold targets for basement drill testing cover its
100% held areas.
 
The junior said its prospects for rapid development were good considering there
are six third-party mills nearby with capacity for high-grade feed in around the
Meekatharra-Mount Magnet region, including mills operated by Westgold
Resources, its largest shareholder.
 
Musgrave shares were up 7% today to reach 10.5c, its highest trading level since
October 2016. The company was capitalised at $42.5 million.  
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